
 

- - Simple Social Media - - 
Your 5 Minutes a Day Action Plan! 

 

1. Sign into Facebook 

 
 

2. Go to your Page 

 
 

3. Update with something interesting; if you have linked your Twitter, it will update 

with the same update on Twitter too! 
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4. Log into Twitter 

 

 

5. Re-Tweet something interesting from the last 12 hours if appropriate/something 

interesting appears that you can see; just hover over the Tweet and click ‘Re-Tweet’ 
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6. Next, check who has talked to you recently; click on the Connect Tab at the top of 

the Page, and once you’re in your ‘Connect’ Page, hover over the tweets that are 

recent and you can choose to ‘Reply’ or ‘Re-Tweet’ these. 
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7. Next, go to the top of the Page to the ‘Search’ function and search numerous times 

for keywords with specific tweets. As an example, a quick search (obviously not the 

best one, but to find the best ones would take some time, as said in my e-mail), and 

found an example with a tweet you could interact with. As you can see, this tweet 

was appropriate and relevant for you, however it was posted last year. Do not 

respond to tweets older than a day old, but for sake of example, I will use this tweet 

in the next step to illustrate how to engage.  

 

  

Be sure to click 
on ‘All’ to see ALL 
tweets 
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8. When you find right tweets, click on ‘Reply’, then type in your message (the numbers 

next to the Tweet button will tell you how many characters you have left!), and then 

click ‘Tweet’. 

 

 

9. Other ways in which you can engage, is to pass on Tweets from others – in this 

instance, the search result came back with information you could have ‘Re-Tweeted’ 

which means re-posting the tweet to your own followers. This is also engagement-

worthy 

 

 

Make sure the 
tweet is not older 
than 24 hours! 
To engage with 
this particular 
one will be 
wrong, but it’s 
here for example 
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10. Lastly, log out and Sign Out of Twitter 

 

 

11. And your last step is to go to LinkedIn and post an update into your Group Page. We 

suggest either working off an existing Group, or make a new one and post there. 

Remember to tell people on Facebook and Twitter to join the LinkedIn Group too, 

and promote the Twitter and Facebook Pages on LinkedIn as well  
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